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FIRST BATTALION OF THE ROYAL TANK REGIMENT

Splendid Work In Libya and Egypt

This is the story of the 1st Battalion of the Royal Tank Regiment vdiich has

taken part in the Libyan and Egyptian campaigns, and after two years
1 experience of

desert warfare can point to many remarkable achievements against both German and

Italian- troops.

It was in the summer of 1940, after Italy’s declaration of war against Britain

and France, that this battalion was sent to the Libyan Frontier, where it spent its

first three months in harassing the Italians by raids through their defences behind

Capuzzo, northwards towards Bardia, and thence south towards Maddalena.

Patrols, carried out with two or three light tanks, watched the movements of

Italians crossing the desert to reinforce Jarabub. These patrols were working
hundreds of miles from support, and were sent out with ten days rations of food and

water.

The tanks had no room for the nomad, water ration of I'-gallon per man per day.
In a temperature of 125° every member of a crew existed on less than half this

meagre quantity for drinking, cooking, washing, and filling the radiator of the tank.

At tines the shortage was so acute that Pick of water caused temporary blindness,

It was on September 12, 1940, that the Italians embarked on the preliminary
measures for their projected march to the Nile, As the enemy advanced in strength
from Bardia towards Capuzzo the 1st Tank Battalion was sent to a position south of
the escarpment and west of Solium to do rearguard duty from that point through the

desert towards Mersa Matruh. It did the job well, and reached the limit of its

withdrawal having inflicted considerable casualties on the Italians without itself

losing a single man.

Terrified Italians

The battalion had proved itself in this action. It was given a place of

honour among the forward units when our counter-attack swept westwards from Sidi

Barrani to Tobruk, A patrol of 4 light tanks did especially fine work at Martuba

Aerodrome, near Derna, where they destroyed a number of aeroplanes on the ground,
which so terrified the Italians that, believing the advanced elements of the main

British force were upon them, they began to evacuate Derna at a time when Tobruk,

very many miles behind the little British patrol, still remained in their hands.

After the fall of Tobruk, the main body of the Battalion drove on from Mekili

to Derna and thence, with detachments of the 7th Armoured Division, to Beda Fomm to

intercept the Italians as they left Benghazi. By now the battalion' s armour

consisted of four cruiser tanks in each of f A f and *Bf squadrons, with some light

tanks in 'C
'. The enormous distances and bad going had inevitably taken their toll.

This small force of cruiser tanks, forming part of an Armoured Brigade, gave

battle to the Italian van,guard as it made its last frenzied effort to escape to

Tripoli, The enemy started the battle 20,000 strong with some 2,000 lorries and

148 tanks, Part of the battalion with 8 tanks outflanked, the Italians and appeared

over the crest of the hill face to face with the head of the enemy column.
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40 EnemyTanksDestroyed Tanks Destroyed

The-small British force at once gave battle to 40 tanks, .and by nightfall"

had wiped out every one without loss to thenselves. This success seemed to

paralyse the enemy and not until the next morning did he pull himself together

sufficiently to come forward again. Our own spear-head was now reduced by two

tanks through mechanical failure, hut our remaining six tanks set about the

Italian confidently and after an hour’s fight drove them from the field.

After the Italian surrender, the battalion remained at Beda Form for ten days

mopping up and escorting the. enemy to prison camps at Benghasi. One officer with

five men collected 800 Italians, packed them into 20 lorries and set off for the

prison camp. He arrived in Benghasi to find that only six of the lorries and three

of his own men were still in the column.

He had not lost his prisoners however: after one of his men had missed the way

to the camp, an Italian officer had become the guide, and taking a short cut had

hurried ahead of the leading lorries to surrender at the prison camp. When the

Tank officer rejoined his prisoners he found them indignant that he had taken so

long to get them to prison and doubly indignant that they should be subjected to

a German air-raid then raging over Benghasi.

From Beda Fomm, the battalion returned to a desert camp outside Cairo to

re-fit, and after a month in camp, wassent by ship to Tobruk to meet the German

advance across the desert* It was in action on its third night in Tobruk. A

message came from a battery to say that advanced German units on the western edge
of the perimeter had pinned a troop of guns on the ground, and were attacking with

machine-gun fire, Three tanks were sent to the rescue, one breaking down on the

way.

Two Tanks Defeat Germans

This little force found that the enemy had brought up machine-guns, and had

anti-tank guns within 600 yards and field guns within 1,000 yards of them. The

Germans met them with heavy fire, and the British tanks swerved from the road, to

get into a "hull down" position in a galley on the slope of the escarpment.

The German guns were silenced by machine-gun fire, and the officer in command

of the two tanks walked through the bright moonlight to the slope facing the enemy

and helped the gunners retrieve their wounded as well as their remaining guns and

equipment. On their way back the two tanks met mere gunners in trouble and helped
them to rescue from enemy fire two howitzers and their tractors, with ammunition

limbers.

A few days later a report came that German tanks had broken through the perimeter,
and patrols from the battalion set out to meet them. The forward patrol came upon

33 of the German tanks outside the perimeter and drove them back after an exchange

of fire. Later, just as the patrol was being assured by an Australian officer that

there was not an enemy tank anywhere near, one of 12 German tanks hidden behind wire

defences contradicted him by opening fire from less than 300 yards away.

After half-an-hour of fierce exchange of fire, the Germans were driven off.

They had so our two, and the officer in command of our patrol whose

first tank had been shot to flames, had continued the fight in another, revenging
himself by the destruction of three German tanks.

Sixty Tanks for Two of Ours

The Germans were now launching repeated tank attacks against the perimeter.

On one occasion their 5th Tank Regiment broke through and fought their way to our

gun positions five miles inside the perimeter, A squadron of the battalion, with

four cruiser tanks and some lighttanks, was sent to force the enemy out of the gun

positions. Only the cruisers reached the battlefield, where they found themselves

faced by 30 enemy medium tanks.
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The cruisers at once drove into "battle, knocked out several of the enemy and

forced the rest hack to ground swept "by our artillery* As soon as they cane under

fire the German tanks made a. dash for safety beyond the perimeter, but were

trapped in an; anti-tank ditch and, before thei day was out, lost 60 of their tanks.

This success was won at a cost of 2 of our cruisers destroyed by enemy action.

On May 1, 1941 the enemy launched their culminating tank attack, A great
force of German tanks, supported by motorised infantry, smashed through from the

south-west and drove two miles deep into the defences, establishing a salient from

which they were never dislodged throughout, the siege. They had over-run our

infantry posts and wore advancing upon the town when a squadron of the battalion

thrust between thorn and their objective, and after a long and bitter struggle

against great odds boat them back.

The officer in command of the squadron repeated his earlier feat of leaving
his biasing tank to resume the fight in another. At one time his ms the only
British tank loft in action; those who saw him declared that only his efforts

prevented the Mermans getting through our inner line of defence.

This was the last important tank engagement inside Tobruk during the siege,

though minor clashes continued until the beginning of July. After Juno the

activities of the battalion wore lirdted by a shortage of petrol.

Only two tanks remain

The battalion’s task when the garrison broke out of Tobruk was to outflank

the enemy's positions and over-run his headquarters. It was not possible to

provide covering fire of any weight, but the three squadrons of the battalion, in

a charge against odds did great damage’ to enemy gun positions, and swept clear

a large area, of the ring round Tobruk. Through the gap the tanks behind them

fought their way out to El Duda.

For a week the battalion held their ground at El Duda under heavy German

bombardment, and when they advanced to Gazala they were left With no more than

four tanks. At Gazala their strength was reduced to two, and they wore last

returned to Alexandria for their second re-fit.

This battalion of the Royal Tank Regiment has fought with the same dash and

courage in the third battle of Libya, It started the African campaign two years

ago with 33 officers. Of these no more than two are still with it.

WAR OFFICE
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